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Dear 14r. Rogers:

control ower private enterprise has been
since the Communists came to power in
Ohina
in
a continuous process
and since the beEinnin of his year the process has been speeded up. One
of the most significant results of the recent Five Anti 0ampaign agt
despite
the "poisOns" of the bourgeoisie has been what might be called
the socialization of private enterprise.
a seeming contradition in terms
Very few businesses or indAstries were atlonalized Arin the campaign,
but the government increased its controls to such an extent that at prese:t
r so-called private enterprises have become, in reality., appendages
of the state, and in these cases aEthouh private ownership uontinues it
means very little. The fiction of private enterprise continues n msy
instances after socialized control, in disguised forms, has been firmly
established.
The growth of

overnment

The Chinese 0ommunists’ ultimate aim, of course,is to socialize the
entire economy, and they have already nationalized a great many important
economic enterprises. Transportation, utilities, virtually all heavy
industry, and the mjority of laroe-scale consumer goods indnstries are
already state-owned or stat-operated. Foreign t.rade is for all practical
purposes a state monopoly; private companies still in business operate
on a commission basis for government organizations. The purchase and sale
of major agricultural products Such as wheat and cotton are handled by
government companies; the same is true of most impo rt indnstrial
raw materials. Almost all wholesale trade in the larger cities is monopolized by the state. And e overnment has already gone into retail
trade in a big way and has established extensive chains of specialized
stores dealing in foodstuffs and other necessities as well as state consumer goods stores sellln general products.
Despite the expansion of state enterprises, however, the Ohinese
Oommunists continue to assert that private enterprise is to play a
significant role in the ninese economy during the present period of
"New Democracy". But this assertion is always qualified in many ways.
For example, Premier Chou En-lai in a speech on Jry of this year
stated that private enterprise mst accept the "uidance of the state
economy" and the "leadership of .e working class", that there st be a
"general plan of production" for the entire economy, and that "only
legitimate profit is permissable (for private enterprise) wire, in the
limit set by te state or te price fixed by the state." Ever since 19
0hinese businessmen have Speculated on what phrases of this sort would
really mean in practical terms, and they have hoped for the best. As a
result of the Five Anti Campaign, however, many have come to expect the
worst. They hav concluded that the "significant role" for many private

enterprises will amount to no.thin more than
aents, or employees of the state.

bein sub-contractors,

The istinctions betweenstate and private enterprises have
become blurred. One 0hinese businessman who has recently come out of
Shani puts it this way: "It is useless to try to draw a clear line
between government and private enterprise in China today. Actually there
are veryfew ifferences between the two. Owners and mjgers of socalled private enterprises are for all practical purposes in the employ
of the state. The overnment makes tleir important cisions for them.
The only reason the government doesn’t take over all private enterprise
completely is that.they on’t have the traie personnel yet." This
escription of the situation is undoubtedly an exaeration, but I
believe it accurately indicates the current trend in China. It appears
that durir the present "Iew Democratic" period, when the ninese
Oommanists are laying the grounworM and preparin for general nationalization at a future date, moe an more private enterprises in 0hina
twilight zone in hich they will be neither
will move into a sort of
state-owne nor "private" in any real sense of that wor. The Five Anti
Campaign had mny effects which accelerate this tren.

,

Private enterprise in China lost its fluid capital, and therefore
its real independence, durir the Five Anti Campaign. Under the guise
back taxes, and so on, the overnment
of obtaining "illegal profits
probably the majority,
even took from many thousands of enterprises
if one can judge from reports received in Hong Kong- the capital needed
for current operations; it then turned around and loaned them what hey
needed to keep going. In other cases, the Five Anti fines and assessments
were obviously more than could be paid, and the government accepted
lOU’s which created an indebtedness to, and consequent dependence upon,
the overnment, To cite one specific example, a business establishment
in Hankow which I know about was assessed for an amount equivalent to
US$100,000 during the campaign, which was was 0 per cent more than the
total net income of the establishment since the Oommanist takeover in

199. After considerable hagl the amount was slightly reduced. Then
the compaz paid what it could and gave an IOU for the rest. Private
enterprises which have been forced into a position of indebtedness to
the government either in the form of loans or "IOU notes as a result of
the Five Anti Oampain could be taken over by the goverrent at az
time, but there is no indication that this is the government’s intention.
Instead, the government seems to prefer indirect control. The ranting of
loans was used as a wedge for direct infiltration of mar private
enterprises, however. For example, often when the People’s Bank gave
loans to a compax it also sent representatives to take over key watchdo positions, such as those of assistant er, accountant, and
personnel chief.
assessments

and fines imposed during the Five Anti Campaign
the only factors which robbed private enterprises of their
financial independence; they were supplemented by a process of natural
attrition which too place as a result of the campaign. nile business
stagnated, private companies were required to continue supporting their
full payrolls. Government companies lowered prices, and private businesses
which had stocks on hand took large loses. Industrial companies which
were able to contirAe production piled up unsold stocks, and the govern-
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Were not

their stocks at low prices.0ther
difficulty
had
sellin,even to the
industrial establis1ents
of
the
functioning
because
overnment agencies was also
Eovernment,
disrupted during the campaign. Still others had difficulties keeping
up production; they couldn’t obtain raw mterials, largely monpozed
by he overnment; yet they tool..had to maintain heir payrolls and keep
paying fixed costs Then, on top of everything, the business income
tax came due at the peak of the Five Anti Osmpain, and the People’s
Bank discovee that mar businessmen had to obtain loans to pay their

ment "helped them out" by buyin up

The combination of Five Anti levies, taxes, and the attrition caused
markets was. a one-two-three blow from which private
depressed
by
enterprise in Ohi is unlikely to recover as lor as the Oomsts re
in power. The overnment was remarkably solicitous as +/-e ive Anti
Oampaign rsw to a close- loans were extended at very reasonable rates
and payments on both Five Anti levies and t%xes were sometimes postponed
or re@Aced but this didn’t alter the basic fact that thousands of
private enterprises had lost all financial independence as a result Of
Five Anti 0ampain.

e

Drir the Five Anti Oampain, the government also increased its
direct control over private enterprise in a variety of ways. Rarely did
it resort to outright tionlization, .however; the theory of "New
Democracy m seemed to impose restraints even when nationalization was
loical as a result of conditions which the Five Anti Campaign had
created.

One of the most successful methods by which the Eovernment took
over direct control of private enterprises was the organization of
’Joint public-private ’ compuies. Bsinessmen from Shanai report
increased durin the Five Anti
that the nmber of such
Oampain, and there is some indication that as this pattern can be
applied more enerally it may become standard for the larer and more
important private enterprises dnrir the transitionl period of "New
Democracy". From the overnment’s point of view, this pattern is
oh simple and effective; a "joint" board of diroctors is established,
and the goverrsnent representatives on the board make all the important
d@cisions. Sometimes a rmber of private companies in the same line of
usiness are -ruuped tooether as a combine un.der a "joint" board. One
specific case which I know about involves a roup of over ten private
c0m..anies in Shanai (I am compelled throughout this report to avoid
usin names and exact fi.Ares, at the r..equest of the persons who
provided the info.rmation). Each of /ese compani’es still retains its
managerial staff and board of directors, but h have lost heir
power. Superimposed on top of them is a central office of several
hundred persons, controlled by Eovernment functionaries, and a joint
board Of directors with overnment representatives as well as
representatives of each member company. The overnment men on the board
and in he joint office decide important policies and make the vitl
decisions. The capital, personnel, and accounts of the member companies

com.es

are pooled and ca be- interchanged. There is, in fact, ve little
substance to the idea that the member cempanies are still in existence
as individnal private enterprises. Almost "the only "private" characteristic
is the fact that
which they have now- and it is largely theoretical
if any dividends are issued the oriinal stoc.k owmers will receive them,
ngerial control is completely in the hands of the government, and the
’private a companies act as branches of the government aency controllin
them The advantage of is scheme, from the overnment’s point of
view, is that the personnel of the private companies can. be fully
utilized. Even on this score, however, the overnment ie selective;
at least two of the managers of individual companies in this "join’
enterprise were arrested durin the Five Anti OampaiEn.

Another mehod employed durin the Five Anti Oampaign to establish
firm overnment’control over private enterprises without resorting to
nationalization was instigation by Communist cadres of internal takeover by
the staff members and workers of an enterprise. The case of a large retail
store in Shan can be cited as an example. he staff and workers of
this store were encouraged to denounce the owner-manaEe# and subsequently
to announce their assumption of control. he owner-manager was informed
that henceforth he would not be permitted to exercise manserial functions
or to withdraw profits from the store. He was granted, in lieu of his
profits, a monthly allowance.

In other cases the overnment established direct control of
blocks of shares. I know of one
private enterprises by purchasin
company in Shai, for example, in which the government bt a 0
per cent share of the stobks and then took over approximately one tird
of the positions on the board of directors. Since then the Oommunist
board members have been in control. In theory, of course, the nonGo--st members of the board can still ou.t-vote the government men, but
if you ask a businessman from Shanghai if this actually happens he will
lauoh in your face. Fear intimidates the majority, "and any dissent .or
opposition to the decisions of the Oommunist minority involves the
possibility of psychological persecution or worse.
It is not really necessary for the government to have representatives
in a .oompar or on its board of directors in order to control it, but
such representatives obviously facilitate control. They are able to
integrate private enterprises into the state’s economic plans, ensure
implementation of overnment policies, and prevent evasion of government
regulations. Because the process of government infiltration is far from
completed, however, the overnment still finds it necessary to exercise
much of its control over private enterprises by less direct methods.
Remote control can be very effective, however, and in many ways it extends
even to Hon Kong, where the branches of mainland companies are in ms_ny
instances cosely supervised by Go--st representatives. Hong
branches of mainland "private" banks, for example, no longer can make
their own decisions on how they will use their capital; they receive
Chinese Communist representative,resident in the
instructions from

Kor

colony.
Private enterprises i 0hina no lonEer have any secrets as a result
of the Five Anti 0ampaiEn, an bin private does not carry any

prerogative of privacy. The investigations carrie out during the Five
Anti Campaign were very thorough, and the details of methods, organization,
costs, prices, and profits of private enterprises are now mown to both
the government and the employees of private companies. If exclusive
information or techniques had arvthin to do with a company’s competitive
position relaZive to other private enterprises or its bargaining position
in dealing with the government on contracts and purchase orders, these

are

nON

gone.

Another result of the Five Anti Campaign was the emergence of both
employers associations and labor unions as effective instruments of
govenmment control over private enterprises. This was not a new development, but the economic control functions of these organizations were
expanded during the campaign.
All private enterprises in China today mst belong to a trade
association, and in every city hese associations are organized into
a general Federation of Industry and Commerce. In theory, these are
private organizations, but actually they serve as goverment-contrelled
front organizations. The owner of a Shanghai factory, who himself was
an executive of one of these associations, described to me how this
works. His association was made up of representatives of all Shanghai
companies in his line of business, and it held a general meeting about
once every two weeks and executive meetings several times a week. At
each meeting, whether general or executive, a man sent by the }Zuicipal
Federation of Industry and Commerce attended and, in a quiet way,
played the leading role. This man, although not a Cost Party member,
worked for the party as a political worker and he received his instructions
rem the party. Every night, he, and similar political workers who
controlled about eight other associations, met with a Commmist Party
member who Outlined to them current policies. The geine businessmen
in the association did not control it; the quiet little man who attended
their meetings was recognized as being in charge.
These organizations were greatly strengthened during the Five Anti
Oampaign and were used by the au%horities to put pressure on businessmen.
At e conclusion of the campaign, steps were taken to brin them into
a more effective nationwide organization. An All-China Federation of
industry and 0emmerce Preparatory Conference, attended by 160 leading
businessmen from various parts of China, was held in Peking durin e
last ten days of une, and it adopted a constitution for a permanent

o ranization.

Already some of these associations, in consultation with
government agencies and companies, set max prices and mlniAm
standards for their members, and it is likely that in the future they
will be utilized to obtain from private businessmen all sorts of
"voluntary" agreements and pledges in line with government policies.
This development was suggested by an article in the February i0 issue
of S__, a leading,Chinese Communist journal, which said: "After the
conClusion of the( ive Anti) movement, the Federations of Industry and
Commerce should call upon and organize industrialists and merchants for
the conclusion of new patriotic pacts, with opposition to the five vices

as their contents, and undertake regular inspection d supervision
over the fail implementation of such compacts."

Labor unions have also developed into an important istrument of
the Five Anti
Campaign they were used, in accordance with the basic principles of
class warfare, as One of the pincipal means of applyin pressure on
businessmen and extracting, information and confessions from.them.
They were strengthened organizationally during the campaign, and.
their economic control functions were increased.

government control over private enterprises. Duri

_,

organ of the All-China Federation of Labor in
Pekir, defined the .responsibilities of unions as follows, in an article
published on y Day this year: "Under the leadership of the Economy
Check-Up Committee, trade unions should organize the working masses to
supervise the capitalists so that they may be restrained from repeating
ats of the ’five poisons’. This is wthe main task confronting employees
ald workers in private enterprises, Their main responsibility, in
short, is to help the goverment control private enterprises rather
than to concern themselves with problems of more direct concern to
wo rke rs.
The Workers

In some cities in China, all contracts between state agencies ad
private enterprises mst now be,signed by union representatives who
together with representatives of the enterprises’ senior staff members
sit in on the contract negotiations, review contracts, and help to
determine alegitimate profits m. Becse of the.detailed owledge of
operations_which union members, possess, they are called upon particularly
to review cost estimates made by the mamagers of privat enterprises.
o.

Unions have also been given a share of responsibility, for internal
plant management in private factories,which they exercise through
Labor-,nagent Consultative Oommittees. The line separating management
and Union responsibilities in this respect is semetes raher vague, and
there have. been cases in which the Oomsts have reprimanded unions
for going too far in encroaching upon managent functions, remanding
them that their job is merely to supervise and that the managers of
private enterprises do still have basic responsibility for managerial
functions.

As a result of .developments dri the Five Anti 0arabian, the
o ramizatioal mechanism now exist@ in Ommst 0hina for the government to make decisions of many sorts affecting private enterprises
decisions regarding production plams,. specifications, costs, production
rates, and profits and ensure that they are plemented. This means
that in a sense the Chinese Oosts can include the remaining private
sector of the economy ntheir overall state pla. The integration
of private enterprises ito their economic plannir may be somewhat less
than perfect: but at least the goverrent is in a position to fit
private enterprises ir their plans..

Tote

I have only mentioned methods by which the overnment
developed, durir the course of the Five Anti Cam.pain, oranizatiorl
techniques for improving its control over private enterprises. This is
only one side of the picture.. Drir the campsn, the dominant
position of state enterprise in the urban econon also increased, and is
in itself reduced the in.dependence of private enterprises.

’The government is the only buyer in Ohir’s cities today, m This
satement nde by a Ohinese businessu who came to Hong Kor frn .Shanghai. recently is a gret exegertion, but it has a kernel of truth.
There is a clear trend toward nrrowing and limitir the free market,
and this trend was accelerated dring the Five Ati Campaign.

ore and more private enterprises in the production field are
findin themselves i the position of workir for the overnent on a
contract bsis. In some cases, the overrent bus the p.rodce of

private enterprises, settin the price and profit margin, after
the oods are put on the nrket. In others, the overrnent moves in at
an earlier stae and places"processing orders’; when it does this it is
able to. set specifications and delivery time as well as prices and
is already so lare, that many
profits!. The Scale of goveent
private producers cannot find non-overnent byers.

Even when overnent buying does not completely domirte the
nrket, and some private outlets for sales reain, governent purchases
are often large enough to establish prices. This is true even in the
consumer goods field in big cities now. In Shai, for example,.if
the State Oonsumer Goods Stores reduce the price of soap, private
sellers are forced to reduce their price too. This is often ver
hard on rivate enterprises because their costs and overhead are usually
hiher. Two different wage scales prevail, for example, and the one in
state enterprises is lower.)By dumpir or buying, and’manipulatir their
prices, government companies are now able to exercise a high degree of
regulation over the free market.
The Five Anti Campaign reatly increased ;overrent lx; and
and the influence of these opertiQns on the urban economy, as
a whole. Because the free market stagnated, the governent was able to
move in and take over. It bought stocks which weren’t being sold. It
placed orders wth produ,cers who had no nrkets. And it sold at prices
which were difficult for private business to ntch. As a result the
government established itself as the undisputed leding buyer and
seller n the free nrket.

sellir

The campaign not only incre,.sed the volume of government contracts
with private enterprises, it also strerthened the controls which the
overrne.nt exercises over establishments under contract. Oheatir on
overnent contctswas one of h@ specific vices publicised in the
slogans of the campaign, and reat ephsis was place upon the need to
investigate cost estimates and profits, with a view to redcir both.
Private enterprises were severely penalized for past sins in this
.regard- over-statnent of costs, production of sub-standard Eeods, late
delivries,aunreasonble profits and so on. It was decided that in the
future costs and profits would he.more cerefully upervised, and that

,

costs would be determined on the basis of laverae conditions obtaining
in factories managed properly and reasonably". And on June 2, Ch’ en
Yun, head of the Committee of Finance and Economics in he Peking
Government outlined a national policy of restricting, profits on
contracts with private enterprises to I0 or 20, or in exceptional cases
50, per cent.

One important psychlogical factor must also be mentioned in
explainin tke increase of government control over private enterprises
in the free market which took place as a result of the Five Anti
ampaign. Dring the campaign man private companies .were penalized
for "illegal profitsI ,and so on, on the basis of comparisons with the
prices, costs, and quality of the products of state enterprises.
In short, the practices of state enterprises were used as a standard
for judging private enterprises. As a consequence, many private
usinessmen decided that to avoid future trouble they would have to
follow tMe lead of state enterprises as closely as possible. One
Shanai businessman whom I kmow tells me hhat he is now selling his
pro@Acts at a price which ntails a considerable loss, "just to stay
out of trouble."
The results of the Five Anti Oampaign as it affected private
enterprises in Chinese cities can be summarized, therefore, as a
great decrease in he independence of private enterprises and a great
increase in government control. The state is becoming the real
entrepreneur for the economy as a whole, and private businessmen
find e sco’pe for independent decisions on their, part steadily decreasing.
In short, the Five Anti Campaign made it possible fo the government to
speed up the process, of socialization without resorting to nationalization
except in a relatively few cases.

Now the Peking Government has embarked on a great program to
develop industry Top leaders maintain that the

increase production and

Five Anti ampaign has laid the grounwork for this new campaign. In one
sense it undoubtedly has. Tight government control over private enterprises
will make it possible to formulate plans for the economy as a whole.
But one cannot help but speculate about the possible effects of reduced
incentives and lose of initiative on the part of private businessmen.
Ohinese businessmen have already lost so mch, and have so little to
gain even if the new campaign is successful, that they can be expected to
show little enthusiasm.

S ince rely you rs,

A. Doak Barnett
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